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Riots break out in Cincinnati
by Terry Kinney
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — Protesters set
fires and pelted cars with rocks
and bottles, and the mayor
imposed an overnight curfew in
response to violence that broke
out after a white police officer
was cleared of charges that he
killed an unarmed black man.
The unrest occurred in Overthe-Rhine, the same predominantly black Cincinnati neighborhood that bore the brunt of
three days of rioting triggered
when officer Stephen Roach shot
Timothy Thomas on April 7.
Police said the Wednesday rioting
wasn't nearly as bad as the initial
unrest. Only scattered acts of vandalism were reported overnight.
Roach, 27, was acquitted by a
judge Wednesday on negligent
homicide and obstructing official
business charges About 12 hours
later, the violence erupted.
Mayor Charlie Luken was
prompted to impose an
overnight curfew and issue a
state of emergency, said police
spokesman I.t. Kurt Byrd. The
mayor also declared a curfew
from 10 p.m. Yesterday until (i

am. today.
An undetermined number of
cars were dented and car windows broken Wednesday night
about one block from where a
vigil was being held for Thomas,
17.
At the vigil site, one photographer suffered minor injuries
when he was struck on the foot
with a brick. Another photographer who was cut by glass from a
broken bottle was taken to a hospital for treatment.
At least two news vehicles were
damaged by rocks or bottles. One
car was set afire, and there were at
least 30 fire department runs to
put out trash can fires, Byrd said
Thursday. Twelve adults were
arrested on charges of curfew violations, disorderly conduct or
drug offenses, and two juveniles
were charged with curfew violations, he said.
Police called in backups and
put all officers on 12-hour shifts
because of the outbreak.
"All the officers in the area are
going to helmets and shields,"
Byrd said.
CINCINNATI, PAGE 3
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NOT GUILTY: Protesters shout on the steps of Cincinnati's City Hall in response to the not guilty verdict for Cincinnati Police Officer
Stephen Roach Sept. 26 in Cincinnati.

UAO adds act to Everclear show
THE BG KENS

The University Activities
Organization yesterday signed
another band to play at the
Homecoming concert Oct. 6 in
Anderson Arena
Red Wanting Blue, who played
recently at Howards Club H, will
open for Everclear at 8 p.m. and

playa45-minuteset. Doors open
at 7 p.m.
According to Nick Gurich,
UAO programming director, a
UAO staff member mentioned
the band and the group contacted an agent in New York, who
they use to book acts.
The band plays pop-rock,

Gurich said, with a harder edge
similar to Everclear. Their most
recent CD, Model Citizen, came
out last year and is available at
Boogie Records in Toledo.
Tickets are still on sale at the
Olscamp information desk.
Ticket cost is $15.

Ohio National Guard
develops new center
by Shannon E. Kolkedy
THE BG HEWS

The cily of Bowling Green and
the Army National Guard are
beginning a collaborative project
diat will serve as both a community center and a training center.
According to Bob Callecod,
director of Parks and Recreation,
the Ohio National Guard will
have use of training rooms and
equipment, such as the gymnasium, during its regular scheduled
Training times. The National
Guard trains one weekend a
month.
The facility will have sections
that house both parties 100 percent of the time, said Mike Snow,
administrative officer of the
National Guard.
"It (the collaboration] will offer
benefits to the community and
the National Guard as well,"
Snow said.
Snow said that the former
armory, located at 212 E.

SEW
WHAT
COSTUMES: Right, Kari
Kapszukiewicz (front), a
stitcher for the BGSU
Theatre Department,
makes adjustments to a
costume to be worn in
"The Last Night of
Ballyhoo." The play opens
on Oct. 5,8 p.m., in the
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
and is being presented by
the BGSU Theatre.
Top, Margaret McCubbin,
BGSU Theatre Department
Costume Designer, pins
together one of the dresses.
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"We're trying to stress the idea
Wfooster, was originally built in
the late 1900s or the early 1920s that this is a community center
for housing a small infantry. Now, for people of all ages." Quinn
Snow said the Ohio National said.
Quinn also explained diat the
Guard needs more storage space,
parking for the Guardsmen, and facility will be built in different
a place for vehicle maintenance. phases. The first phase will
include
the
"It (the new
"We're trying to
armory) will
consmiction of
give them (the
gymnasium,
stress the idea that alocker
rooms,
Guardsmen) a
space to be this is a community meeting
a
proud of," said
center for people rooms,
Snow,
"and
kitchen and
of all ages."
hopefully office
their needs will
space as well.
be met by the
center."
The city, said
JOHN QUINN, MAYOR OF BG
Quinn, hopes
The community facility will offer the to move the Bowling Green Parks
Bowling Green community and and Recreation office into the
oudyingaicasa place for fitness, facility.
recreation and socialization, said
The City of Bowling Green
hopes to break ground for the
Callecod.
According to Mayor John community center by Spring of
Quinn, the community center 2002. They are expecting the conwill also offer a place for kids lo
go after school.
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Oktoberfest hits third year
by Will E Sanders
THE BG NEWS

The German Club will be hosting this years Oktoberfest tonight
at Saint Mark's Lutheran Church,
315 S. College St, in the multipurpose room.
It will run from 5-7 p.m. and
admission is $5, which can be
bought from members of the
German Club or at the door.
"Oktoberfest is a Bavarian tradition," said Geoffrey Howes,
German Club adviser. "Bavaria is
the large southern state in
Germany and it has its own cultural identity. It was originally a
party thrown by the Duke of
Bavaria in the early 19th century
for a royal wedding. It takes place
in Munich, the capitol of
Bavaria"
This is the third year in a row
that the event has been organized by the German Club; in the
years before that it was only done
"from time to time," Howes said.
"In past years there the music
has been really exciting," Howes
said.
There will be a German feast of

bratwurst, sauerkraut, pretzels,
bread and Pepsi products. Pepsi
is sponsoring this year's
Oktoberfest. The admission price
will cover two meal tickets, a
main dish and side dish ticket,
but additional tickets can be purchased.
As far as music, the Alpen
Echos, a Cincinnati four-man
polka group that plays both traditional German and pop music,
will be playing throughout the
evening.
In addition, there will be
German activities such as an arm
wrestling competition, which is a
German tradition, and a traditional costume contest for prizes.
The vice president of the
German Club, Lisa Heinrich. will
be teaching a polka dance she
learned while in Austria
"V\fe are looking forward to it,"
Howes said. "We are having it at
the time when it normally takes
place so we hope to draw an
-interest in the German Club and
increase membership."
At this time there are around
20 students involved with the

OKTOBERFEST
When: Friday, Sept. 28. 5 to 7
p.m.
Where: 315 S. College St. in
the multipurpose room.
Who: Hosted by BGSU German
Club.

club, but Howes said that they are
still "building membership."
This event is not just for
University students, though they
are the majority of those that normally attend; it is also for community residents and faculty.
In previous years there has
been 100 to 120 people that show
up for the event
Kendra Thompson, president
of the German Club, is excited
about the event and said that
everyone is encouraged to come.
"I would like to point out that
this will count as a multi-cultural
event for students who need to
attend one for classes,"
Thompson said.
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Toy makers de-emphasize violence
by Arm* O'lmocenzio
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Patty GonzaJes
is keeping toy soldiers and other
military playthings in the closet,
hidden from her 5- and 6-yearold sons. Instead, she has bought
them rescue-hero figures, like
firefighters and policemen.
In the aftermath of the Sept 11
terrorist attacks, Gonzales and
other parents are trying to rid
their children's lives of violent
toys.
"We just need a break," said
Lisa Eastman, a 38-year-old New
Yorker who bought Lego blocks
and puzzles for her 6-year-old girl
and 3-year-old boy. "My kids now
have nightmares about fires and
about all those bad guys."
The industry also has been
doing some soul-searching,
pulling toys off shelves, rethinking
products and putting off the
release of items that might be
seen as too violent.

Chris Byrne, an independent
toy analyst, predicted that "nasty
toys that destroy enemies for the
sake of unspecified violent play"
will be replaced by heroes who
restore order.
"All of this destruction and
combat play has been possible
because it is so abstract," he said.
"Now the threat' is real."
Retailers such as Wal-Mart
have noticed more sales of rescue
vehicles and firefighter and police
figures. One hot seller has been
Mattel's Fisher-Price "Rescue
Heroes," a lineup of 7-inch characters unveiled in 1998.
Analysts also believe that
Hasbro's newly relaunched GI )oe
could be attractive to parents who
want to help children act out their
fears.
Mattel, the world's largest toy
manufacturer, has withdrawn its
Heli-Iet vehicle, which contains a
mission card with a specific goal:
save New York from a villain

called Vitriol, who stands atop the
World Trade Center, ready to blast
the city with deadly energy waves.
Bandai America plans to play
down the fighting aspect of its
Power Rangers action figures and
push "teamwork and friendship,"
said Colleen Sherfey, director of
marketing. She said the company
has redesigned some of its advertising.
This re-evaluation couldn't
come at a more critical time for
retailers and manufacturers,
which have already shipped their
products to stores for the Oct. 1
holiday deadline. How long consumers' increased sensitivity will
last is anyone's guess, but many
experts see a new climate favoring less violent types of toys.
Ann Brown, chairwoman of the
Consumer Products Safety
Commission, said she is against
any toys that glorify violence.
What's appropriate for children,
she said, are toys that help them

"deal with violence," such as
Army toys and GI loes.
"Kids need to really re-enact
their fears as heroes," she said,
recommending toys that emphasize rescue workers like nurses
and firefighters.
The video game industry is
drawing close scrutiny from
Brown and other consumer
advocates.
Video game makers have
already delayed some new games
containing images of the World
Trade Center to remove the
graphics. Sega of North America
indefinitely postponed "Propeller
Arena," involving planes in combat in various cities, and Ubi Soft
Entertainment has delayed a PC
game in which players participate
in counterterrorist games.
"Video game makers are buying more time right now," said
Dan Hsu, editor in chief of
Electronic Gaming Monthly. "1
think they are going to take a safer

Stand-up Comedy • Elvira Kurt

KELLEYS ISLAND, Ohio (AP) —
An undisturbed strip of land that
provides one of the few remaining
natural habitats for the threatened Lake Erie water snake soon
could be under the state's ownership.
The Ohio Department of
Natural Resources plans to bid on
the 6.45-acre property that juts
into Lake Erie. The land would
stay in its natural state, said Scott
Zody, deputy director for recreation and resource management
"We want to protect some
shoreline as well as provide access
to the lake," Zody said.
In all, 18 acres on Kelleys Island
will be available at an auction
Sunday. But the state doesn't have
the money to bid on all the land,
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approach to content for 2002 and
2003."
Merchants said they see no reason to remove existing violent
games, even if they involve terrorism. They are leaving it up to the
customer.

The Zany Brainy toy store
chain, which avoids violent video
games and toys, expects parents
this holiday season to look for
things like Legos, trains and
board games, said Tom Vellios,
president and chief executive.

State hopes to purchase
Kelleys Island property

welcorre

H«r I

Associated Press Photo

PLAY TIME: Eighteen-month-old Al Benante plays with a toy fire
truck at Zany Brain/s in Chicago.

Zody said.
There are homes on some of
the other properties.
Kelleys Island is a popular
tourist destination with bed and
breakfasts and vacation homes.
The island's trees and shrubbery
provide shelter for warblers and
other migrating birds.
Its rocky shore is home to the
non-venomous Lake Erie water
snake, protected by the federal
Endangered Species Act, which
lists it as "threatened." Fewer than
2,100 remain in the wild, and
destroying their habitat can result
infinesorjaiL
Few undeveloped spots remain
on the 2,800-acre island. There are
108 year-round homes, up from
84 a decade ago, and 665 seasonal

homes.
Brooks (ones lr. and his brother,
Tom, are selling the land that their
grandfather bought on Long Point
in 1946.
Some people have asked the
Ohio Department of Natural
Resources to bid on the property
to preserve what open land
remains. Some conservationists
worry that developers will buy the
land and destroy habitats.
Long Point is near an area that
ODNR wants to designate as
Ohio's first underwater preserve
where divers can view shipwrecks.
Bidding starts at $150,000 for
the piece of property the state
wants. The shoreline is part of the
attraction for the natural
resources department, Zody said.
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In this time of crisis tur
local places of worship w
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St. Thomas More
University Parish
5:00p.m. Saturday; 10:00a.m. Sunday
12:00p.m., 7:00p.m. Sunday

10:00 am
11:00 - 12:00 pm

\/,AKI:M

Multiple Morning Worship Services
University FUEL Hour: 11:30 A.M
6 pm Prayer & Praise Service
Senior Pastor: Scott Estep
Minister of Youth & Worship: Eric Steller
Associate Pastor: Tina Mitchell
Children's Pastor: Danielle Carrasquillo

First Presbyterian Church
Sunday Worship
Church School

OF i in. N

www.benazarene.org
1291 Conneaut Ave.

Fax: 419.354 0350

419.352.2289

Christian Education For All Ages
• Music • Nursery • Care •

Pastor David Cook Young
126 S. Church, Bowling Green
352-5176

First United Methodist Church
CHURCH SCHOOL

9:30AM

NURSERY

HAM NURSERY

-

-

ADULTS

6TH GRADE

SUNDAY WORSHIP SERVICES

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
HiiMing Forth Ihr WORD OF LIFE

9:30 am Sunday School classes for all ages
(including College and Career Class)
10:30 am Morning Worship
6:00 pm Kvening Fellowship Hour
7:00 pm Wednesday Evening Bible Study & Prayer
749 South Wintergardcn Road
full 352-0417 For Transportation

GOTCE
121 S. ENTERPRISE ST. (WALKING DISTANCE FROM BGSU)
SUNDAY WORSHIP-9:30 BIBLE FELLOWSHIP-11:00
STUDENTS AND INTERNATIONAL WELCOME!

St. Mark's
Lutheran
Church
We invite you into our church family!
Sunday Worship at 8:30 and 11:00 am

Same
God
Sundays al 10:30 am

brookside
NGELICAL

FREE

CHURCH

JOIN US AT THE BROOK!

Dynamic Worship and Solid Teaching

Bowling Green Alliance Church
1161 Napoleon Road
bgcmaOwcnet.org
352-3623

353-0681

1506 E. WOOSTER ST.
BOWLING GREEN, OH
www.wcnet.org/-fumcbg/

GRACE BRETHREN CHURCH

jLiiiijUiiitii
)
8
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• 9:30AM CONTEMPORARY PRAISE SERVICE
• HAM TRADITIONAL SERVICE

We meet at the Woodland Moll Banquet Center
SundSv.at 10:00am.
information call 354-2211

"Contemporary Worship with Communion"
each Saturday evening at 5:00pm.
"Connections" 1st & 3rd Sunday
of each month at 5:00pm
Visit the L.O.F.T.II A ministry (or students!

Pastor Dale Schaefer
315 S. College Dr.
419-353-9305

3 blocks South of Campus
emailistmarkbg @ hotmail.com
ELCA- "The Welcome Place"
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Writer recalls bin Laden's isolated lair
ByVessMrtev
U-WIRE

IOWA CITY, Iowa — loumalisl
Robert Fisk recalls Osama bin
Laden, clad in white robes and
"cheap" sandals, as lonely and
out-of-touch with the rest of the
world during their last meeting
four years ago in the remote hills
of Afghanistan.
"He saw I had a stack of Arab
newspapers in my bag and took
them, ignoring me and his armed
guard, to the comer of the tent,
where for about twenty minutes
by an oil light he caught up with
the news," Fisk said of the sus-

CINCINNATI, FROM PAGE 1

"It'shot been anything remotely close to what we had this
spring. At this point, we think we
can keep it under control."
Byrd said the violence had subsided by the time the curfew wen t
into effect.
Earlier, there had been peaceful protests outside the courthouse and at City Hall after
Hamilton County Municipal
ludge Ralph E. Winkler acquitted
Roach of negligent homicide and
obstructing official business
charges.
Winkler, who heard the case
without a jury at Roach's request,
concluded that the shooting was
"not a culpable criminal act"
because the officer had been put
into a situation where he believed
he had to shoot or lie shot.

COMMUNITY, FROM PAGE 1

struction to last about 18 months,
said Callecod.
"VUp'rr certainly readv to move
forward with this," said Quinn.
"But a lot depends on whether
our partner (the National Guard)
is also ready."
In 1998, a committee was
formed to determine what a
community center should
include. The committee decided
that it should include fitness facilities, social facilities, aquatic facil-

pected mastermind behind the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. "I
remember thinking, Doesn't this
guy have a radio?'"
Fisk. a two-time Amnesty
International UK Press Award
winner, has covered the Middle
East since the mid-70s for the
London Times and The
Independent. The featured
speaker for UI Middle East
Education Week postponed next
week's arrival until early February
because of work conflicts.
Fisk spoke with the Dl in an
exclusive telephone interview
from Beirut.

The British-bom Fisk is one of
the few western journalists to
have come face-to-face with bin
Laden. The two met on three
occasions in secluded and
remote locations. After the World
Trade Center towers came crashing down, Fisk said he immediately thought of his last
encounter with bin Laden.
"He said to me, 'Mr. Robert, we
destroyed the Russian Army in
Afghanistan from this very
mountain top. 1 pray that God
will allow us to turn the United
States into a shadow of itself.' And

when I saw New York City on the
1 lth, I thought, 'My God, it looks
like a shadow of itself.'"
Fisk advises the United States
against finger-pointing until
there's concrete evidence, but
said past evidence linking bin
Laden with acts of terrorism is
hard to ignore.
"You look at the ties between
bin laden and the American
embassy bombings (in Kenya
and Tanzania two years ago) and
you think, Who else has so openly declared war on America
except bin Laden?'" he said.

Retaliation may be a "trap" and
the hand-over of bin laden will
do little to alleviate the Middle
East conflict, Fisk said, adding
that the Bush administration
should enter the Middle East
unbiased.
"It's not a question of withdrawing aid or imposing sanctions, but a question of implementing long-overdue policies,"
he said. "Military action should
be taken, but it should not be the
primary tactic."
Fisk said he anticipates a buildup of U.S. military supplies to the

Northern Alliance in the near
future.
"Ground troops are probably a
more realistic option, although
Afghanistan has been a cemetery
for ground troops for a long long
time," he said.
Yelena Perhunkova, a member
o! the education group lowans
for Peace with Iraq, helped coordinate Fisks arrival to UI.
"I got a call at 6:30 in the morning from him apologizing he
couldn't make it," Perhunkova
said.

"Police officers are often forced
to make split-second judgments
in circumstances that are tense,
uncertain, dangerous and rapidly
evolving," Winkler said. "Such
was the case Officer Roach faced
here."
Roach, an officer since 1997,
could have been sentenced to
nine months in jail if convicted of
both charges and still faces possible department discipline. He
glanced down while the verdicts
were read, and his wife, Erin,
sobbed into her hands.
"I would give anything to
change the outcome of what
happened that night, but unfortunately I can't," Roach said outside the courtroom, holding
hands with his wife.
The shooting took place in
Ovcr-the-Rhine, a neighborhood
that the defense attorney

described as plagued by guns,
drug deals and violence. Thomas,
who was wanted on 14 warrants,
including traffic charges, was
shot in the chest after running
from three other police officers.
"This shooting was a split-second reaction to a very dangerous
situation created by Timothy
Thomas," Winkler said. "Police
officer Roach's action was reasonable on his part... based on information he had at the time in that
dark Cincinnati alley."
Now that the trial is over, the
police department will begin an
administrative investigation to
determine whether Roach violated any police rules, Byrd said. The
judge's decision will carry weight
in that process as a court's conclusion that Roach did not break
the law, Byrd said. In the mean-

time, Roach will remain assigned
to a police lot for impounded
vehicles.
The shooting was followed by
three nights of rioting in which
dozens of people were injured
and more than 800 arrested. The
city had not seen such racial
unrest since the Rev. Martin
Luther King Ir.'s assassination in
1968.
Thomas' mother, Angela
Leisure, said she still didn't
believe it was necessary for Roach
to shoot her son. She said Roach
should have been convicted to
send a message to other police
officers, whom many blacks
accuse of treating black suspects
more severely than white suspects.
"I wanted my son to be the last
(to be shot)—but he won't be the

last," Leisure said. "Until serious
changes are made in our police
department, this will happen
again."
Thomas was the 15th black
since 1995 to die while being
arrested or in police custody.
Wednesday afternoon, rally
organizers handed out memos
stating, "You heard right. Roach is
free," and "He walks. Timothy
doesn't."
Eric.Green, 32, a Cincinnati
construction worker, said there
might be violence in response to
the verdict.
"Meet force with force, meet
fire with fire. There's nothing else
to do to get our message across,"
Green said.
The verdicts show "that the city
is not willing to put a police officer in jail for killing a man unjus-

tifiably," said Kabaka Oba, a
Metro bus driver and black
activist.
"It was a travesty ... to let him
walk." said the Rev. Damon Lynch
III, a black leader and minister in
Over-the-Rhine. "It set this city 10
steps back. Black life has no value
in Cincinnati."
But Wednesday night, Lynch
preached nonviolence to about
150 people who gathered at his
church to prepare for their nightly walk around the neighborhood.
"You've got to spread the love
of God in our community,
because the violence has to end,"
Lynch said.
"Violence is not the answer to
our problem... yet we do continue to seek justice."

ities and an arena
A few of the areas that the center may include in the future are ar
childcare room, a child's play
area, mini-sports cages for bas
ketball, golf and baseball, a fami
ly-oriented water play area, ;
warm water fitness pool and ;
lazy river.
"I'm excited that we're able u
take something that looked like i
was placed on a shelf," saic I
Quinn. "And take it off the she
and move forward with it."
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Call us at 372-6968

ONE STOP SHOPPING!
Leases available for 2001-2002

GDQQGK ODS GMOi?—
Fox Run * Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Bfrchwood Place
Mini Mall * Small Buildings
Frontier Housing * Houses
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All residents receive a membership
to Chemrwood Health Spa!
Indoor beat*) swimming pooi.sauna.HydraSpa Whirlpool, complete
exercise equipment complete locker room * shower facilities

530 Maple • 352-9378
Mon-Frl. 8-12,1-4:30.
Sat. 10-2 pm

Always patching
for news!

A TO Z DATA
Shipping • Packing • Faxing • Copying • Data Entry
VCR Cleaning • Computer Repair. Upgrade & Tutoring
Color Copies • Lamination • Bulk Mailing • Scanning Service
Authorized Shipping Agent for

FedEx. & Eni
148 S. Main SI
<Dlti»Mn Me* & B»n Frankkn)

352-5042

Bowling Green

WELCOMES ITS NEW MEMBERS...
KRISTY JAS/rVSKT

VANESSA KLEIN
CARA LAWSON

JASHA PERtXJE
KAMA VVLWN
STEPHANIE WEAVER
•J».
JAWE GLASGOW
HEATHER t>ARt>EEN
NICOLE OEUSIO
ASHLEY GREENE
CHRISTINE HENTZ
REHA INA
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MCAT
The price of the
#1 MCAT course
is going up
October 1st!
Enroll now and save.
Your MCAT score can make all tha difference In getting into medical
school. Kaplan will help you gal the high score you need Enroll
before October 1st and beat the price Increase. Call today!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

^2*^S

60 VEARS OF BUILDING FUTURES. ONE SUCCESS STORY AT A TIME.

- ONE GOAL A job by graduation!
Is your resume ready?
Are you prepared to interview?

Need help?
"Get Ready For EXPO 2001" Workshops
Saturday, September 29, 2001
115 Olscamp Hall
Resume Writing
Interview Techniques
Resume Critiques

9 -10:30
10:30 a.m. noon
1 - 3 p.m

Sponsored by Career Services
372-2356
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GROUP TO STUDY POTENTIAL TARGETS
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —The chiefs of 12 Ohio agencies will join a task force to develop a strategy to protect potential targets and fight terrorism if the state
comes under attack, Gov. BobTaft said Wednesday.
Lt. Gov. Maureen O'Connor, who doubles as the state's
director of public safety, will lead the InteragencyTask
Force on Ohio Security.
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Zero to riot in a few hours
Once again, Cincinnati has
taken to civil unrest in the wake
of a black versus white issue.
On Wednesday, a white
Cincinnati police officer was
acquitted of killing a black
youth. When the incident
occurred in April, people took
to the street in what became an
extrememly volatile and dangerous race riot.
Again, the people took to the
streets Wednesday after the verdict was announced.
Similar white versus black
incidents have occurred in
other cities such as Cleveland
and Columbus, but there was
no rioting.
It's a Cincinnati thing.
There's something about the
population of the Queen City
that keeps racial tension sim-

mering under the surface. At
times like these it boils over
and chaos ensues. There are
accusations of racial profiling
and police bigotry, the white
police against the black population.
We understand that those
people have a reason to be
upset. All information points to
the fact that police may treating
the black population unfairly.
We, however, cannot condone
riots as a form of protest. Is it
really necessary to break things
and hurt people just to prove a
point?
Rioting is childish.
It's a mass group of people
throwing a collective tempertantrum in the streets of downtown. What does it prove? Our
guess is pretty much nothing

since all it leaves is a bad taste
in the mouth of those who live
there without making any type
of change.
Instead of rioting and making asses out themselve, maybe
it would be wise to consider a
quieter, more effective protest.
Maybe they should organize a
petition campaign to get that
officer fired, start writing letters
to the editor to the Enquirer.
get someone that shares their
beliefs elected into local government.
Bottom line: Rioting is not
the way to bring about change.
If they didn't figure it out in
April, maybe they should take
notes this time and not try
again to ruin the city that
they're trying to make better.

Hell is a place without arts
And he's right. Sure, some
introspection is a good and
necessary thing. To allow this
attack to completely
Opinion Columnist rearrange our prioirities,
though, is akin to giving
ground to terrorism.
I was going to weigh in on
A close friend pointed out
the discussion about Hell, another quotation to me that
but then I realized that I
struck home. While President
already wrote a play about it.
Bush is thumping the podiThen it struck me. My defiums, putting everything in
nition of Hell is a land withshades of black and white, us
out the arts. In the weeks
and them, good and evil, I
since the eleventh, I have
prefer the words of another
seen Manhattan go from
American president, John
bustling to a warzone hell, to
Adams. "1 must study politics
a rescue site, to a personallyand war," Adams said, "that
defined hell. I say this as an
my sons may have the liberty
actor and writer, watching
to study mathematics and
Broadway shows take losses
philosophy, geography, naturor close as a result of lacking
al history, and naval architecaudiences.
ture, navigation, commerce
"What in the hell?!" I hear
and agriculture, in order to
in response. People have lost
give their children a right to
their lives, an American symstudy painting, poetry, music,
bol has been destroyed, yet I
architecture, statuary, tapesworry about Broadway?
try and procelain."
Yes, I do, because someWhile my grandfather
body has to. As Luke
raised a family, his brother
Peterschmidt, the CEO of
went to war. MY father studSabertooth Games, wrote, "It's ied agriculture and military
strange to be working on an
science and teaches matheentertinment property right
matics. I study the arts, and
now... but changing the way I
I'll be damned if I'll allow a
handle my life as a result of
cowardly act change that.
this attack smacks too close
T refer to it as cowardly, for
to 'letting them win.'"
the simple fact that it is easy

J. MICHAEL
BESTUL

210 West Hall
Bowling Green
State University
Bowling Green,
Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
Fax:(419)372-6967
E-mail:
bgnews@1istproc.bgsu.edu
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to die while destroying.
Destruction is easy. Coping
with the results is difficult.
Creation is difficult.
To those engaged,in politics
and military service, I salute
you. It is you who keep the
possibility for your countrypersons and descendents
to study the arts.
To those living in any county in any state in America, we
need to do our part in keeping the arts going. Despite the
fact that casts and crews on
Broadway are taking pay cuts,
they still donate proceeds
from certain shows to the
relief efforts. Marvel, home of
the "X-Men," has enlisted the
comic industry's top artists to
create a poster book whose
sales go to the relief effort.
For our part, let us do all
we can to support the arts. In
that light, anybody got a car
and want to catch a performance of "Proof?"
I. Michael Beslul would like
to thank those who stopped by
the Joe E. Brown Theatre to
watch "La Ronde." Get a hold
of him at
best@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

1 www.bgnews.com
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PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
What was your favorite childhood cartoon?

Poetry Corner
I knew you not, but I
knew you very well
You could have been my mother,
hard at work that fateful day.
You coulrt nave been my neighbor
heading west for work... for play.
You could have been my brother,
a meeting for to take.
You could have been my clerk,
anxious for a coffee break.
You could have been my niece,
in flight attendant's wear.
You could have been my nephew
who at last afford the fare.

You could have been my son,
off to UCLA.
You could have been my plumber,
hard at work that day.
You could have been mv friend
with whom I'd spoken just before.
You could have been my friend,
with whom I would speak nevermore.
And now my heart is breaking.
Within me sorrow swells.
For though I didn't know you,
Indeed, I knew you well.

PHYLLIS A RUSSELL GILMER
Bowling Green, Ohio

More thoughts on Hell
CARRIE
BEGEOT
Guest Columnist, BGSUAlum
It is obviously true that
there are many different
schools of thought on what
hell is, as you said in your
article. If you truly want to
know what hell is and if there
is a hell, the question we have
to answer is "Which school of
thought is the most valid or
credible?" and "Is this really a
matter of personal opinion?"
When dealing with such a
grave and serious matter, my
stomach gets a little queasy at
the thought of trusting in personal opinion. It's kind of like
a person on "Who Wants to
Be a Millionaire" with 1 million at stake and they use a
lifeline to call a friend, but
their friend can only offer
their opinion because they
don't really know. Personally, I
would walk away with the
money rather than risk losing
such a large amount of
money. And as for the eternal
fate of my soul, I definitely
wouldn't bank on anyone's
personal opinion — I want
something credible and
unwavering!
Since we can't "e-mail"
someone in Hell and ask
them what's it's like, I think
we should rely on the next
best CREDIBLE thing. And
that would be the Bible. I
know not everyone believes
that the Bible is the Word of
God or that Jesus was truly
God incarnate, but 1 have
done a lot of research and
study and have concluded
that there is much credibility
to the fact that they are. At
the least, most people can

admit they have a very high
possibility of being true. So, if
anything, I guess I would look
at what lesus had to say
about hell, since it is highly
possible that he really was
God's son on earth. (Lee
Strobel gives a lot of evidence
for this in his book "The Case
for Christ"). Relying on someone's personal opinion seems
pretty foolish and ri6ky to me.
Let's face it, just because we
want something to be true,
doesn't make it true. Believing
that hell is just a party doesn't
make that opinion a reality. I
could say I don't believe that
the Twin Towers collapsed all
I want, but the reality is that
they did. My opinion doesn't
change the truth.
The most credible source
we have for what hell is says
the following:
lesus often used the word
"Gehenna'or the "Gehenna of
fire" to describe what is translated in English as "hell."
Here are a list of the passages
in which the world
"Gehenna" appears: Matthew
5:22,29,30.10:28, 18:9,23:15,
23:33, Mark 9:43,45,47; Luke
12:5; lames 3:6. Gehenna was
the refuse dump outside
lerusalem that was always on
fire. A perpetual fire was kept
to consume putrifying matter,
lesus said hell was a place of
worms, maggots, fire and
trouble. From that we get the
image of a lake of fire and the
concept of perpetual burning.
The evil ones there are full of
remorse and torment (see
Mark 9:43-48).
Jesus also said that hell
would be "outer darkness."
He said that some in His day
"will be cast out into outer
darkness. There will be weeping and gnashing of teeth"

CHRIS LAURENCE

NIKKIBUDD

LOIS ANDREWS

SENIOR

FRESHMAN

FRESHMAN

"Tale Spin— Baloo was
the man."

"Scooby-Doo," because it "'Garfield,' because he liked
was spooky."
to be lazy."

(Matthew 8:12, see also
Matthew 22:13). Here the
image is one of terrible loneliness. There will be separation
from God and man. Those
who are consigned to hell will
be put out into the inky
blackness of eternity, with
nobody to turn to, nobody to
talk to, and they will be constantly alone. They will suffer
the remorse of knowing they
had the opportunity to come
into heaven with God but
turned it down.
The Bible also describes
Hell as being eternal.
Speaking of its inhabitants,
the Apostle John wrote, "And
the smoke of their torment
rises for ever and ever. There
is no rest day or night..."
(Revelation 14:11) Notice the
words "for ever and ever."
Hell is an eternal torture
chamber for those who refuse
Christ. There is no bail, no
parole, and no 'get out of hell
free' card. Jesus referred to
Hell as the "Gehenna of fire,"
into which "both body and
soul" will be cast. He said
that it is "unquenchable fire" and that "the worm ImanJ
dieth not" in the flame.
That is quite a different
spin on hell than what you
talked about in your article.
Also, why did you leave that
"school of thought" out? 1
don't like it, but if it's reality
.... I guess we all are left to
decide what is true.
Personally, I wouldn't put my
money on what the guy next
door has to say. I'd rather be
safe than sorry. If the Bible
turns out to be wrong, than I
didn't lose anything. But, if
the Bible turns out to be
right, than I have to face the
unthinkable.

ANDREW MIZSAK
SENIOR

'"Alvin & the Chipmunks.'
Where else can you see
sinvinv rodents?"
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voices" @ Pallister Conference
Room, Jerome Library, 1 p.m. to
3 p.m.

TODAY'S
EVENTS
FRIDAY, SEPT. 28
Campus Events
Carrie Mae Weems: Mirrors and
Windows @ Willard Wankelman
Gallery, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Personal Space: Twelve
Contemporary Painters @
Uber Bryan Gallery. 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.
Homecoming Merchandise Sale
@ Education Building Steps, 10
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Homecoming Ticket Sales @
Olscamp Hall, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The discussion will cover unique
issues faced by women of color,
women with disabilities, and
adult learners when dealing with
domestic violence and sexual
assault.
Canadian Studies colloquium @
221 Olscamp, 4 p.m.
Jeremiah Hurley, Professor,
Department of Economics and
Centre for Health Economics and
Policy Analysis, McMaster
University. Ontario, will present a
talk entitled "Physician
Responses to Payment Policies
in the Canadian Health Care
System."
Bowline Green

Poster Sale @ Saddlemire
Student Services Building, 10
a.m. to 6 p.m.

Crazy Eddie ©Howard's Club H

Resume Critique Week @
Saddlemire, 10 a.m. to 11:30
a.m. and 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

HAVE AN UPCOMING EVENT?
If you have an event that you
would like to have listed in the
calendar, send an e-mail to
bgnewsevents@hotmail.com or
stop by 210 West Hall with information on the event. The deadline is G p.m. the day before the
event.

One Thin Dime @ Easystreet

Pi Kappa Phi Cage Sit
Fundraiser @ Bell Tower Mall, 1
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Panel Discussion: "Hear Our

ENTERTAINMENT
UPDATES
Grounds for Thought from
Dance to raise
10:15 p.m. until midnight.
money for charity
The Country I lome I louse
On Saturday the Sky Bank
parking lol will be the host for
the Bowling Green
Community Dance, which
will feature old-time contra
and square dancing. The
event is free, but donations
will be accepted for 1 labilat
for Humanity. The event will
take place from 7 p.m. until
10 p.m. The rain site will be
the Community Room of
Huntington Bank, 130 S.
Main Street. An open jam session will take place at

Band will be supplying the
music. Three University professors, Lucy Long. Geoff
Howes and David Harnish,
are in the band.
For more information contact Lucy Long at 372-7862 or
Kurlinc Kilpatrick at 354-4332.
The event is sponsored by the
Bowling Green Traditional
Dance Association,
Mainstreet Bowling Green,
and the Department of
Popular Culture.
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Fall cinema offers mixed bag of films
by lames Eldred
rH£ ec NEWS

Fall is the hardest movie season to categorize. On one hand
you have the Oscar contenders
that always come out in
November and December (see
last year's "Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon") but on the
other you have the second-rate
action movies (see 1999's "End
Of Days"). You also have the
biggest family films of the year
open against the raunchiest
comedies (such as "A Bug's Ufe"
vs. "The Waterboy"). This fall is
no different; a hodgepodge of
genre films, big action movies,
romantic comedies and tearjerkers all will be released in the
coming months.
For example, Oct. 5 we will see
the release of three films,
"Serendipity," "Joy Ride" and
Training Day." "Serendipity" is a
romantic comedy starring lohn
Cusak, who meets the woman of
his dreams, but she leaves him,
convinced that if they are truly
meant for each other, they'll find
each other again. And they do, 10
years later, a week before he's set
to marry another woman.
"Training Day," on the other
hand, is a gritty inner-city crime
thriller
starring
Denzel
Washington as a hard-edged,
over-the-top street cop who
breaks in rookie Ethan llawke,
who may not be ready for what
he sees. Between the two films
we have "Joy Ride," a romantic
thriller about two young lovers
(Paul Walker and Leelee
Sobicski) who are hunted by a
psycho truck driver.
Surprisingly, Toy Ride" is one
of only a few dumb action
movies set to be released this fall
(now that Ah-nold's "Collateral
Damage" was pushed back to an
unknown date due to the terrorist attacks). The only other action
movie of note to see a fall release
is the sci-fi kung fu flick, "The
One" starring Jet Li, who must
kill an evil version of himself to
save the universe, let li gets on
with his bad self Nov. 6.

Photo fronted
ENJOYING THE 'RIDE': (from left to right) Paul Walker, Leelee Sobieski. and Steve Zahn flee from
danger in the upcoming release "Joy Ride." The movie opens on Oct. 5.

Most films seeing release this
fall are much quieter, including
several independent features.
October alone sees the release of
several high-profile independent films, including "Waking
Life," directed by Richard
Linklater
("Dazed
And
Confused"). The film tells the
story of a man who isn't sure if
he's awake or dreaming and, and
this is what makes the film really
unusual, every shot in the film
was colored and animated with
computers, giving the entire film
a dream-like quality. It opens
Oct. 16.
Also opening the same day is
"Mullholland Drive," by indiefilm King David Lynch ("Twin
Peaks"). Originally a pilot for a
now-to-be-never-aired television series, it was deemed too
weird for network TV and is now,
after several retouches, making
its premiere in art house cinemas across the country.
Opening the next week (but
only in select areas) is "Vulgar."
The film stars Brian O'Hallaron
(Dante of "Clerks") as the title
character, a cross-dressing
clown who is brutally raped. And

if that's not enough, get this, it's a
comedy. Expect this film to be
the most controversial of the
year (unless they really changed
"Harry Potter").
Opening the same day as
"Vulgar," and just as disturbing
is "Bones," a honor movie starring Snoop Doggy Dogg as a
killer ghost pimp. Where's
"Superfiy" when you need him?
From ghosts to aliens, openingthe same weekend is "K-Pax."
the story of a mental patient who
believes he's really an alien from
another planet. The twist is. he
may really be an alien from
another planet. The film stars
Kevin Spacey as the supposed
alien and Jeff Bridges as his perplexed doctor. It opens Oct. 26.
Then we go from aliens to
monsters. "Monsters Inc.," the
latest from computer animation
gods Pixar opens a week later.
The film features the voices of
John Goodman and Nathan
Lane as two monsters who have
to deal with the greatest honor
their world has ever known, a little girl.
These films are only appetizers, however, for the two main

courses of the fall season. The
first is the highly anticipated
adaptation of "Harry Potter and
the Sorcerer's Stone" opening
Nov. 16. The filmmakers promise
that the film will be faithful to the
book so the fans should be
happy. Even if they're not, the
movie will make hundreds of
millions of dollars anyway.
Even more anticipated is
another adaptation of a magical
novel, this one is "Lord Of The
Rings: Fellowship Of The Ring,"
based on the nerdly praised
book by J.R.R. Tolkien. The film
stars Elijah Wood as Frodo, liv
Tyler as Arwen and Ian McKellen
as the Wizard Gandolf. The film
was directed by Peter Jackson,
who has madeamazing, if somewhat disgusting films (see
"Dead-Alive") in his native New
Zealand. Hopes are high for this
film, especially since it's the first
in the trilogy. Nerds around the
world will be wetting their pants
on Dec. 19.
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Buy more. Save more.
Buy any Mac and receive a free Lexmark color printer*
(tax and other charges not included)
Now's the time to buy your Mac. They're fast, easy to use, and
loaded with features. Express yourself by creating your own
iMovies. Use iTunes to rip MP3s from your favorite CDs, or
bum custom CDs. Enhance your work with productivity
and graphics software. And share files with anyone.
The benefits add up—(ust like the savings.

Save even more when you also buy these great products:
Canon ZR20 or ZR25 MC Camcorder, HP 315 Digital Camera, Handspring Visor
Edge Handheld, and Rio 600/32MB MP3 Player. For each product you buy, you'll
receive a $100 instant rebate.
Take advantage of special student pricing. Vbu can even gei an Apple
Instant Loan for Education. Buy and save online at the Apple Store for Education:
www apple.com/eduationAtore, call 800-780-5009, or visit ITS Computer Sales at
100 Hayes Hall.
Offer good between July 18, 2001, and October 14, 2001.
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EUROPE'S NEXT CRUSADE:
"Peace" for the Middle East
Visit us on the web at http://www.benariel.org or <http://benariel.org

As reported on the front page of The Jerusalem Post (Jan. 8, 1996), the GSS (Israel's Secret Service) sought my deportation based upon wild allegations of my alleged involvement in a plot to BLOW UP THE AL-AKSA MOSQUE! This travesty of justice occurred during the "witch-hunt" that followed Prime
Minister Rabin's assassination. (I met him in the Israeli Parliament during Hanukkah in 1982). Israel's Left was exploiting Rabin's death to squash their legal
opposition. Such Stalinist tactics were condemned by former Russian refuseniks and "Prisoners of Zion." Thankfully, Shimon Peres' regime was toppled with
the election of Prime Minister Benyamin Netanyahu. Bibi (as Netanyahu's affectionally called) had also been branded as an "enemy of peace" for opposing
wholesale surrender to PLO demands. He promised the Israelis "peace with security." Unfortunately, he miserably failed to deliver, just as PM Ariel Sharon
has. [1 met Sharon in Hebron during a demonstration against continuing the lying "peace" process and invited him to an upcoming Temple Mount Faithful
demonstration in Jerusalem]. If Israel had only listened to former parliament member and rabbi, Meir Kahane, they wouldn't be stuck in their predicament
today!
As a Christian member of the TEMPLE MOUNT FAITHFUL MOVEMENT, I'd been privileged to participate in their legal demonstrations during my 10month stay in Jerusalem awaiting citizenship. Israeli television often showed me with my Jewish friends carrying Israeli flags throughout the Old City. I've also
had letters published in The Jerusalem Post, The Traveller and other Israeli publications about the burning issue of the TEMPLE MOUNT. Presently that most
holy site is under a MILITANT MUSLIM OCCUPATION that forcibly FORBIDS CHRISTIANS AND JEWS FROM PRAYING OR READING THE BIBLE there. This
despite the fact that both Solomon and Herod's Temple stood there, and Jesus and His disciples taught and prayed there. Israel has a law against such violent
religious discrimination, but they're afraid to enforce it. Such shameful appeasement rewards the aggressors and punishes the innocent! The Temple Mount
Faithful boldly calls for an end to this injustice. Meanwhile, the Muslim terrorists continue to destroy rich archaeological evidence upon the Temple Mount
that proves JERUSALEM IS JEWISH! The world condemned the Muslim Taliban for blowing up a Buddhist idol, yet has remained deathly silent while
JUDAISM'S HOLIEST SITE IS DESECRATED!
In my book, Beyond Babylon: Europe's Rise and Fall, I've called for the Israeli government to exercise its biblical responsibility to BUILD THE TEMPLE. I wrote that book in the United States before any of this trouble. It clearly explains that I'm not calling for any individual to REMOVE THE MOSQUES,
but rather expecting the GOVERNMENT to fulfill its historic obligations. I mentioned this to the police during my six and a half hours of interrogation.
Later I was imprisoned in Jerusalem's rotting "Russian Compound" for several weeks until my heartbreaking deportation.
As my attorney in Israel, Naftali Warzberger, has written, MY FUTURE IS LINKED WITH THE JEWS
AND ISRAEL. That's why I'm confident justice will prevail. Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur (D. Ohio) has
persistently presented this case of religious discrimination and political persecution before our State
Department. Senator Mike DeWine (R. Ohio) has inquired on my behalf to return to Zion and was
informed that the Minister of the Interior "has made the decision not to grant the visa and does not offer
any information behind their decision." They've since written Senator DeWine that I will not be "eligible
for a visa until 2005"! Gershon Salomon, chairman of the Jerusalem-based Temple Mount Faithful, assures
me that a change is coming in Israel that will welcome me back and appreciate my efforts on Israel's behalf.

EUROPE'S FINAL SOLUTION FOR
[JERUSALEM would include a "GOVERNOR1
and "INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS who are
neither citizens of Israel or Palestine,
according to Part III. - City of Jerusalem
(UN Resolution 181)."

As the United States focuses more narrowly on our hemisphere, the GERMAN-LED EUROPE will increasingly exploit the void in the Middle East. As
Hitler clearly outlined his plans in Mein Kampf, the United Nations publicly passed an ominous resolution in 1949 calling for the Holy City to accept the status of an "international city," including 100 miles around Jerusalem [Lk. 21:20]. The VATICAN was behind this vile idea. But why should the capital of Israel
be disputed? Especially by those who profess to believe in the Bible? What is the agenda of those who will increasingly demand that Jerusalem concede to
"international" control? (Why hasn't the United States moved its embassy to JERUSALEM where it belongs? Both Presidents Clinton and Bush have promised
to make such a biblical move, overwhelmingly supported by both the House and Senate, and both men have failed to keep their word. President Bush still
has time to make good on his promise, and while he's at it he should immediately CUT OFF ALL FINANCIAL AID TO THE BLOODY PLO! Why should hardearned American tax-dollars go to support "Palestinians" who routinely burn our flag and celebrate the murder of our citizens? May God bless President Bush
to read and believe his Bible and have the courage to do the right thing).
Supposedly, even the most liberal Jews are against any division of Jerusalem, but certain Jews will sell out their people and state! Why? They'll fall for
EUROPEAN LIES of "peace and security." Meanwhile, Europe flatters those KAPOS OF COMPROMISE and appeasement, stroking their egos with political
attention, promising them a prominent place in the "New Jerusalem," while setting Israel up for a fall. What other country would allow others to decide
where their capital can be? What other country would contemplate surrendering sovereignty to foreigners? Especially when EUROPE'S FINAL SOLUTION FOR
JERUSALEM would include a "GOVERNOR" and "INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS" who are neither citizens of Israel or Palestine, according to Part III. - City of
Jerusalem (UN Resolution 181). The Bible brands this counterfeit "King of kings" as THE BEAST (Rev. 13:18, 17:12).
Yet Shimon Peres, the Israeli traitor (whose name means vulture in Hebrew), will follow Herr Arafat's lead in this danse macabre, calling upon the
"European Union" to mediate and flood the area with "peacekeeping" troops. However, such drastic actions will pave the wayfor WAR! It's an invitation for
disaster! GERMANYS FOURTH REICH will wage a NEW CRUSADE in the name of a LYING PEACE! Such a monstrous betrayal will result in the slaughter of
both Arabs and Jews!
Germany and the Vatican are behind the "Palestinian" drive for statehood (Ps. 83). They conspire to wipe the name of Israel off the map! Even as they
collaborated against Orthodox Serbia to further their revived "HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE," the consequent trouble and turmoil in the Middle East that will surely
follow any attempts to divide Jerusalem will provide the opening and excuse for EUROPEAN INTERVENTION! Europe realizes that their emerging Catholic
kingdom is incomplete without the crown of Jerusalem. Europe is prepared to aid and abet the "Palestinian" goal of making East Jerusalem Judenrein (Zech.
14:2)! However, they'll surprise Ishmael when they seize the coveted Temple Mount for themselves. Catholic Europe is destined to butt heads with a Muslim
confederation over Jerusalem! (Dan.11:31,40,45).
At least, when Israel is temporarily crushed under the heels of a GERMAN-LED EUROPE, when the Jewish Quarter is made JUDENREIN and the
Temple Mount seized and occupied by Vatican forces, they'll remember that THEY HAD BEEN WARNED by a loving God, and hopefully will then have a
change of heart and attitude that will hasten the process of redemption and welcome the Messiah [Zech. 12:10, Matt. 23:39]. A Davidic messenger - in the
spirit of Elijah - will speak to such a captive audience, reassuring them that the roles will be reversed and the tables turned and that Messiah will liberate
Jerusalem from the baptized pagans! (Isa. 40:1-11, Zech. 12:8, Malachi 4:5).
Barry Chamish, an Israeli investigative author, attributes my unjust deportation to an article I had published in Jerusalem WARNING ABOUT A GERMAN-VATICAN PLOT TO TAKE OVER THE TEMPLE MOUNT. He mentions it in his book. Traitors and Carpetbaggers in the Promised Land. I know my unjust
deportation was nothing less than POLITICAL-RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION FOR HIGHLIGHTING THE PLIGHT OF THE TEMPLE MOUNT. Israel's embarrassed
by the miserable status quo upon the Temple Mount and wants to keep the world in the dark about it. Nevertheless, Israel's abomination of desolation - a
Temple Mount without a temple - must end!
Is it a crime to have an abiding love for Israel? To believe what's written in the Law and the Prophets concerning the Temple and our responsibility to
construct it? To mourn that it hasn't been done yet? As the Jerusalem Talmud states: "every generation in which the Temple has not been built is as if the
Temple were destroyed in it..." Isn't Israel's state emblem a gold menorah in between two gold olive branches? Must I remain in exile, banished from the
Land I love, because my hope, prayer and dream is for Israel to fulfill what that symbol represents: the Temple and Israel's destiny to become a light to all
nations? Isn't that the fervent hope of coundess Christians and Jews worldwide? May the prophesied "House of Prayer for all Peoples" be built soon!

For /ion s Sake,
David Ben-Ariel
Author - Beyond Babylon: Europe's Rise and Fall

<http://www.benariel.org>http://www.benariel.org or <http://bcnariel.org>http://benariel.org
Paid Advertisement
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Cross country
heads to the Bronx
BGSUFAICONS COM

The Bowling Green cross
country teams will head east
this weekend, as both the
men's and women's will compete in the Meet of
Champions Saturday morning. The races will be held at
Van Cortlandt Park in the
Bronx, NY. Iona College will
be the host school.
Both of Sunday's races feature a number of strong
teams. Six men's teams and
five women's teams scheduled
to run received votes in the
latest FinishLynx/NCAA
Division I national poll.
Seventh-ranked Villanova
leads the men's side and sixthranked Yale the women's side.

Volleyball
travels to
N.Illinois
tonight
by Erica GambaccJri
IHE ec news

After defeating Oakland in
three quick games on Tuesday,
the volleyball team will travel to
DeKalb. HI. tonight to take on
Northern Illinois University.
The Falcons are currently off to
their best start since the 1991
season, in which they finished
with a 29-5 record.
"We went 15-1 in the MAC,"
said head coach Denise Van De
Walle. "We won the MAC won
the MAC tournament and went
on to the NCAA tournament"
Van De Walle said that it feels
great to be off to such a great
start, but it's still early in the season.
"Northern Illinois will be more
on the lines of the Western
Michigan match," Van De Walle
said.
The Falcons beat the Broncos
in three matches Sept. 21. They
will try to do the same thing
against the Huskies.
"We won in 2000 (against NIU]
and it was that match that turned
our season around." said Van De
Walle. "We won in four. In 1999
we played Northern Illinois here
and won in three."
The last two times BG faced
the Huskies at home, they won.
On the road is a different story,
however. BG traveled to Illinois
in 1997 and 1998 and lost. The
last win Van De Walle could find
in Illinois was 1989.
The Huskies have been in and
out of the Mid-American
Conference, so the Falcons have
not had to chance to compete
against them every year.
"Northern Illinois is a completely different team than an
Oakland," said Van De Walle.
"They are going to be far more
physical, far more athletic, lhavel
a faster offense land] a much better setter. Better athletes are
going to be on the floor. We are
going to be challenged."
The Huskies have a 4-4 record,
while the Falcons are 7-1. This
will be NTU's first MAC match of
the season and BG's second.
In order to prepare for this
match Van De Walle is working
on several aspects of the game.
"We working on our defense,"
said Van De Walle. "We need to
work on blocking and our floor
defense plus serving. Ball control
has been something that we've
done well That has helped us
beat a Western and that has
helped us beat a Tennessee. Ball
control is really important to 'me
along with playing a fast and
aggressive style of play."
The Falcons have been able to
control the ball so far this season
and they hope that will remain
the same for the rest of the season, especially against the
Huskies.
"It will be a tough match and
probably go five games," sophomore Sara Sikorsid said. "We're a
pretty good team, so I think we'll
win."
Van De Walle said, "I think it's
going to be a realty good matchup for us. I fell strongly that the
conference champions need to
win on the road. We are only one
match into the MAC season, so 1
can't say this is a door-die
match. All the matches are
important To come out on top
you are going to have to win on
the road."

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Stealing the Herd's thunder
by NkkHurm
THE BG NEWS

Ask any Mid-American
Conference team who has been
"King of the Hill" the last four
years and they will say Marshall.
The Thundering Herd have won
the MAC Championship the last
four years and have won three
straight Motor City Bowls.
Its dominance in the MAC has
even started rumors that
Marshall may make the move to
Conference USA in the near
future.
The Thundering Herd has set
a standard that coaches around
the MAC are beginning to emulate. Some reports have said that
Marshall's dominance has greatly improved the league because
the Thundering Herd has forced
the MAC to get better. Teams are
starting to make their way up the
hill to knock the Herd off. A MAC
team like No. 25 Toledo, which is
ranked higher than the Herd,
topped preseason prediction
polls to win the MAC crown.
Maybe one of the biggest questions of the year in the conference is, "Is the Thundering Herd
starting to let its crown slip
away?"
Bowling Green will be the first
MAC team to test Marshall's
strength Saturday night when it
goes into Huntington, W Va for a
7 p.m. kickoff. The Falcons, who
are 3-0 for the Erst time since
1985. are going full sprint up the
hill to knock off the king. It's an
intriguing situation for BG coach
Urban Meyer.
"I'm out of my shoes and I
hope our team is too because
this is an opportunity," Meyer

TOMORROW:
BG AT MARSHALL
RADIO: 88.1FMWBGU
ANNOUNCERS: JOEL TOBIAS,
PHIL PRUSA AND DAVE CRANE
KICKOFF: 7:00 P.M.
ON-THE-LINE UVE FROM ZIGGY
ZOOMBA'S STARTS AT 4:00 P.M.
ZIGGY ZOOMBA'S COUNTDOWN
TO KICKOFF SHOW STARTS AT
6:00 PM.

said. "If you want to go down
and get recognition, you go
down and beat Marshall."
Recognition is something the
Falcons are starring to get for the
first time in a long while. BG
received an AP Top 25 vote after
knocking off Temple last week A
win over Marshall would surely
tum more heads the Falcons'
way.
"It's been nice to get some
recognition," senior receiver
Kurt Gerling said. "Hopefully a
couple more people will start
saying that soon after we go
down there and do something
against Marshall. It brings confidence to the team."
Marshall is 1 -1 on the year. No
one had a tougher test the first
week of the season. The
Thundering Herd was smashed
by No. 1 Florida 49-14 in
Gainesville. It recovered with a
convincing 49-20 win at home
over Massachusetts.
I .ending the Thundering Herd
MARSHALL PAGE 8

left Hindeiuch The Key

RUSH: Temple's Tanardo Sharps is tackled by BG's Garry Fisher (10) and Brandon Hicks (92) during
(he Falcons'42-23 victory at Doyt Perry Stadium last Saturday.

Men's soccer opens
MAC season tonight

Tennis hosts
BG Invitational

by Derek McCord

bylason A. Onon

THE BG NEMS

THE BG NEWS

The pieces are falling into
place for the Bowling Green
men's soccer team to play out
almost like a Hollywood script: A
bunch of not-very-experienced
players with a few veteran come
together despite adversity and
win a championship.
The season did not start out
well for the Falcons as Ohio State
manhandled them 4-0, then had
the lames Madison Invitational
canceled due to the Sept. 11
tragedies.
After defeating
Michigan State 3-1 in a rescheduled contest, they won the
Diadora Classic at Cochrane
Field on a goal in the second
overtime, moving their record to
2-1-1.
Now with the momentum
building on the Falcons' side,
next is the first long road trip of
the year and the start of the MidAmerican Conference season.
The Falcons will begin the conference campaign in Akron
tonight, then will head to Buffalo
to play the Bulls Sunday.
"We are excited about opening league play," BG head coach
Mel Mahler said. "I would say
that we are not as prepared as I
would like to be due to all of the
games being canceled due to
various circumstances."
Akron is struggling this season
with a 2-3-1 record after tying for
first place in the conference last
season. They are coming off a
quiet-but-traumatic
victory
Wednesday as the match
between the 2ips and Ohio State
was halted for OSU freshman
defender Connor Senn. The
freshman was taken to the hospital before he died due to cardiac arrest
"Akron are traditionally a team
to beat," said Mahler. "They have
won
a
lot
of
MAC
Championships and playing
them on a Friday night is a real
challenge. Its a wonderful place

Chris SctaobrBG New

LEG UP: The Falcons' Tony Malik battles for the ball against
Wisconsin-Milwaukee during the Diadora Classic last weekend.
to play cause of the atmosphere
with the knowledgeable fans."
After the trip to Akron the
Bulls will be next The Bulls are
coming off a 3-0 loss in heavy
rain after being undefeated in
four matches. They now sit at 33-1.
After shuffling the goalkeeping around, Brian Wozniak has
taken control of that position
and has gone 6-1 so far with only
six goals against. With the
defense becoming solid the
offense is still a little weak Dave
Pidgeon is the leading scorer for
the team but in seven games has
only four points.
The Falcons are riding high
now on defense, as the Falcons
have given up only one goal in

three matches. BG keeper
Dave DeGraff walked away
with all-tournament honors
in the Diadora Classic after he
did not allow a goal in the two
matches he played. He has
not given up a goal in over 230
minutes of play. With the
defeat of a strong University
of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
squad Mahler said that the
road trip could be a big learning experience for the young
team.
"This is a time for the team
to be together for three days
and begin to get some chemistry among them," Mahler
said. "They will also be able to
learn a lot of things from the
other players on the trip."

The women's tennis team
finally gets a chance to
unveil its young nucleus as
it plays host to four teams in
the BGSU Invitational this
weekend.
"We have some very talented players returning
from last year, and a strong
freshman class that will
make us a much improved
team from last season,"
Dean said.
Leading the Falcons into
this
season's
BGSU
Invitational is the senior
captain, Devon Bissinger.
Bissinger was plagued by
injury all through the 200001 campaign, but has looked
injury-free and impressive
in the intrasquad matches.
She said she feels confident
in the teams chances this
weekend.
"Everyone's been hitting
the ball very well in practice,
and I feel we're going to surprise a lot of people."
Bissinger said. "This is a very
young team, which is why
we have to come out and
make a statement earlv on
in the season."
Illinois-Chicago, Indiana
State, Northern Iowa and
Wright State are the four
teams looking to spoil the
Falcons' coming-out party.
This will be the first time
the women's tennis team
will have an opportunity to
face Wright State and
Northern Iowa. Those two
teams are also considered
the strongest competition
for the Falcons.
"All the teams will be a
challenge, but this is a different team from a year ago.
Our freshmen have looked
pretty good and the returning players want to show
that we're a lot better then

"All the teams will
be a challenge, but
this is a different
team from a year
ago. Our freshmen
have looked pretty
good and the
returning players
want to show that
we're a lot better
than our 8-14
record showed."
GABY COFiLO, SOPHOMORE
our 8-14 record showed,"
sophomore Gaby Coello
said. "I have a lot of faith in
this team and I believe this
invitational will prepare us
for an even tougher invitational next weekend at
Michigan."
It was a tough week of
practice due to the weather.
The team had to travel to
Toledo twire NJpvprrhplp«
the Falcons know they have
a chance to get the 2001-02
season off to a great start,
and are inspired by the success of the men's tennis
team last weekend.
"We had a chance to
watch the men play, which
motivated us. In addition to
that, we can't let the weather
be a distraction towards us.
Everyone's been working
really hard preparing for this
moment, and we're ready to
get this season rolling,"
freshman
Susan
Schoenberger said.
The invitational will take
place at the Keefe Courts on
Saturday
and
Sunday,
beginning at 9 a.m.
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OSU player dies
after soccer match
AKRON, Ohio (AP) — An
Ohio State men's soccer player
collapsed during a match at the
University of Akron and died
early yesterday morning of an
apparent heart problem, a team
physician said.
Connor Senn, a 5-foot-ll,
162-pound freshman defender
from Granville, collapsed during the second half of the match
Wednesday night. The 18-yearold was attended to by the medical staffs of both schools and
then transported to Akron City
Hospital where he later died.
Amy Myers, Ohio State's team
physician for soccer, said it
appeared Senn died from some
type of heart problem even
though he had no history of
coronary problems.
"He had no symptoms and
no history (of any problem)
coming into his preseason
physical that would be worrisome at all," she said. "1 don't
think there is any way that this
could have been predicted."
Senn fell to the ground with
19:06 remaining and Ohio State
trailing 2-1 at Akron's Lee
Jackson field. The match was
ended at that point.
"From what we know he was
going in for a slide tackle and
from every indication it was not
a hard tackle nor was there a
hard
collision,"
Myers
said."Connor was an unheralded walk-on who battled his way

#11 Kansas State at
#3 Oklahoma

Toledo 17 FAVORITE
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WATCH
BG24
NEWS
WITH

RISTIE WELCH

JOSCELYN MoES
TIFFANY TARPLEY
MEAOAN HAYES

"For all your
News,
Weather, &
Sports."

Alpha Xi Delta would like to
extend a warm welcome to our
Fall 2001 New Members!
Denise Benson

Kara Kristoff

Karen Binzel
Jodi Birkofer

Jamie Kuhar
Meredith Nesline

Ashley Carucci

Danyela Perks

Danielle Clark

Amy Rosen

Tiffany Clay

Danielle Schrage

Lindsey Coursen

Johanna Schwarz

Kimberly Gichrist

Jill Slaby
Courtney Switalski

Brittany Hardy
Heather Harrigan

Sarah Woodruff

Elizabeth Kelly

Tues.-Fri. 5:30 pm
Cable Channel 6

Welcome Baby
Fuzzies!

BG

NEWS

Oklahoma
24-17
Stoops will beat
Kansas for the third
time in a row

Oklahoma
42-21
1 don't know who
Stoops is Erica.
You're so smart!

Kansas State
27-16
Big upset... something about those
purple uniforms.

Northwestern
30-24
Who's the next-best
team in Chicago?
The Cubs?

Michigan State
21-14
MSU has new confidence after knocking off Notre Dame.

Northwestern
24-12
Watch out for
teams named after
a direction!

Northwestern
42-10
Those purple
uniforms again.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Michigan
34-24
Mi... Mi... Mich ...
YEAH FINE! MICHIGAN @m WINS!

Michigan
32-10
There is no way the
Wolverines can lose
this one.

Michigan
38-28
Illinois QB Kurt
Kitner was great on
Growing Pains.

Illinois
31-28
1 just don't like
Michigan.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Tennessee
38-21
LSU is challenging
the Vols in the
wrong sport.

Tennessee
35-21
Close, but not too
close. Sorry LSU,
but you lose.

LSU
17-14
You can do it!

LSU
14-3
Purple is lucky this
week, I'm telling you.

Toledo
35-28
UT sportswriter Mo
Wilks said this one
will go UT's way.

Toledo
50-3
But the Rockets still
suck.

Tennessee 9.5 FAVORITE

Northern Illinois at
Toledo

BG'sbigman

Oklahoma
28-21
They never wrote a
musical called
"Kansas State."

Prediction
Score
Rant

Michigan 7 FAVORITE
#14 Louisiana State at
#7 Tennessee

LEN MATELA
Bowling Green
35-7
Defense is too good.
Offense isn't shabby,
either.

Northwestern 6.5 FAVORITE

#22 Illinois at
#17 Michigan

Marshall

NICKHURM
Writer
Bowling Green
20-13
Suisham kicks from
38 and 41. Wagner
is the difference.

#23 Michigan State at Prediction
Score
#16 Northwestern Rant

Classified Ads
372-6977

ERICA GAMBACCINI
Assistant Editor
Bowling Green
28-24
It's going to be a
close game, but BG
will win in the end.

Oklahoma 6 FAVORITE

NEWS

2-FOR-l
MYSTERY
DANCES

Prediction
Score
Rant

Marshall 7.5 FAVORITE

AMATEUR
CONTEST

^^

ERIK CASSANO
Sports Editor

Bowling Green at
Marshall

COLLEGE ID A EVERY SUNDAY

f^
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Wteicome back my friends to the show
that newf ends. We want to thank
basketballs Len Matela for being this
weeks man in the middle.

to a starting spot because of his
remarkable spirit," said lohn
Bluem, Ohio State's head coach.
"He was a wonderful person
and a great young talent. He will
be greatly missed by all of his
teammates and coaches."
Senn was a four-year letterwinner and starter at center
midfield at Granville High
School and was an all-league
selection his final three seasons.
He was the Mid-State League
player of the year in 2000.
Medical personnel could
find no evidence that Senn
was hit in the heart, which can
cause an irregular heartbeat,
Myers said.
"Based on an extensive
workup in the ER, they couldn't find anything traumatic,"
she said.
Ohio State's match Saturday
against Wisconsin was suspended.
"The sadness we feel today
is indescribable," Ohio State
athletic director Andy Geiger
said. "A marvelous human
spirit has been snuffed out
without explanation. Our
thoughts and our prayers are
with Connor's family, teammates and coaches."
Senn played in eight games
this season for nationally
ranked Ohio State and had yet
to score.
His father, Lance, played
tennis at Ohio State.

EVERY WED MOM
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Prediction
Score
Rant

35-24
If BG beats the
Herd, Cinderella
murmurs can start.

Toledo
41-10
Toledo pushes
another win off the
conveyor belt.

Toledo
42-17
|
NIU will put some
points on the board,
but Ufs unstopable

Falcons travel to Marshall,
take aim at MAC champs
MARSHALL FROM PAGE 7

attack is Heisman Trophy hopeful Byron Lefrwich. The 6-foot 6inch, 240-pound quarterback led
the MAC with 3.358 passing yards
last year. He also had 21 touchdowns and only nine interceptions. He is already leading the
MAC in most passing categories
early this season. What is the
Falcons' plan to stop Lefrwich?
"You stop die passing game
with Brandon Hicks, Ryan
Wingrove and Chris Glantzis
IBG's defensive line)," defensive
captain Khary Campbell said.

That's part of the answer. We have
to contain their wide receivers. I
feel comfortable against their
run."
The Herd has several players
nursing injuries, most apparent
in their running game. Starting
running back Franklin Wallace
aggravated a hamstring injury he
originally suffered against Florida
in the UMass game. Backup
Brandon Carey is nursing a tender ankle that has been bothersome
since
two-a-days.
Chanston Rodgers, Marshall's
other runningback. suffered a
season-ending knee injury

against UMass in the first qu?
ter. Marshall is now calling <
Trod Buggs, a converted lin
backer. Buggs rushed for l;
yards on 12 carries again
UMass and was named tl
MAC
Eastern
Divisit
Offensive Player of the Week.
The key for the Falcons w
be not giving up the big pla
Leftwich is a big-play quane
back who has a big-play recei'
er in sophomore Darius Watt
The 6-foot 2-inch sophomoi
averaged 138 yards receiving i
his first two efforts of the se;

ReOffte
^\2j^c TWO BITS ~ FOUR BITS ~ SIX BITS - A DOLLAR!!!
r IF YOU ALWAYS PROPERLY RECYCLE BY PLACING
/r YOUR CANS, BOTTLES, AND PAPER. IN THE
\I
DESIGNATED BINS AT THE RECYCLING STATIONS
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ALLTHROUGHOUT
CAMPUS. STAND UP AND HOLLER!!!!!!!!!!
^^

BGSU Recycling:That's the Spirit m^^
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-Godfrey's Tuesday night Specials-

N- V\OAA/AM ^§?

• Two for Tuesdays
• Two meals for only $ 10

FINE J E WELERS

• Choose from:

m«.f?

Spaghetti, Ham Steak, Chop Steak, or Pot Roast
(Starts at 4pm)

-Godfrey's Friday night Specials• All you can eat perch, potato, coleslaw, roll...

$5.50

• All you can eat Alaskan walleye, potato, coleslaw, roll...

$7.50

• 12 oz T-bone steak, potato, vegetable, roll...

$9.25

"salad and dessert for an additional $1.89 with specials*
Check out our daily specials!!
Bring this ad for an additional
15% off any regularly priced
menu item with valid BGSU
itudent ID

GODFREYS FAHILT HESTAUKANT

1021 S. Main St.

Hours:
Mon-Thurs 6:30art-8:30pm
Fri 6:30am-9:30pm

Sat 7am-9pm
Sun 8am- 8pm

Bowling Green, OH
43402

419-352-0123

You could win matching
watches, a free dinner
for two and a 24 K gold
Rose for Sweetest Day!
Just tell us in 300 words
or less how you met!
Was it romantic, silly,
goofy or just plain
weird? Did you meet in
English class, downtown
on Saturday night, at the
Laundromat, or jogging
across campus? Inquiring

minds want to know and
your story could make
you a winner! Just bring
your essay downtown to
R. Howard Fine Jewelers
next to Panera Bread. We
will even print the winning essay in the BG
News. So put your pen to
the paper and fingers to
the keyboard and you
could win a new watch
and dinner on us!

DEADLINE IS FRIDAY OCTOBER 19TH. SWEETEST DAT IS SATURDAY OCTOBER 10TH

R. Howards Fine Jewelers
139 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 4340a
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Memory lingers for Thomson, Branca
by Hal Bock
IHC ASSOCIATED PRESS

They are old men now, old
rtiends, too. One was a pitcher,
the other a hitter, one a Dodger,
the other a Giant.
Fifty years ago Wednesday,
there was one pitch, one swing,
one moment that linked them for
a baseball eternity.
Home runs get hit every day in
baseball. But not home runs like
this one, not home runs that turn
a season and city upside down.
Oct 3,1931.
It seemed as if time stopped for
an instant at 3:57 p.m. that overcast Wednesday afternoon when
Ralph Branca threw the pitch and
Bobby Thomson hit it into the
lower left field stands at the Polo
Grounds for a three-run homer,
ending one of the most pulsating
pennant races in history.
"Who would think that 50
years later we would still be talking about it?" said Branca, now
75.
The 77-year-old Thomson
said: "It's one of those things. I
was a lucky guy that day."
Thomson's homer was the climax of a roller-coaster summer,
the Giants overcoming the
podgers' 13 1/2-game lead in six
weeks, a three-game playoff
decided in the bottom of the
ninth inning of the final game.
For those who went through
the summer of'51, that moment,
that home run left memories for
a lifetime.
"Fifty years later, any time anybody brings it up, I still get a
thrill," said Monte Irvin, the
Giants' left fielder now in the Hall
of Fame. "Every athlete should
experience the feeling we had
and achieve what we accomplished."
Locked in the same league and
city, the Dodgers and Giants
played 22 times a season in a
rivalry of monumental proportions. At the center of it all was
Giants manager Leo Durocher,
who had switched teams three
years before, fraying 'feelings
along the way.
Irvin, who led the league with
121 runs batted in that summer,
remembers how the Giants
approached those final six weeks,
refusing to get caught up in the
pressure cooker of the pennant
race, massaged through that final
stretch run by Durocher.
"The key to the whole effort

was Leo," he said. "He never said,
'Let's catch em.' He said, 'Let's see
how close we can come.' That
way there was no pressure on us.
It kept us relaxed. It was a matter
of, 'Let's see what happens."'
What happened was the
Giants won 16 in a row and went
37-7 to catch the Dodgers.
Durocher was like Svengali, moving players around as if they were
chess pieces, always coming up
with the right combination.
The Giants had been counted
out early, losers of 11 straight
games in the first month, including three in a row at home to the
hated Dodgers. Through the
paper thin walls that separated
the clubhouses at the Polo
Grounds, they heard the Dodgers
chortling, needling the fiery
Durocher, who had managed
Brooklyn before going over to the
Giants in luly 1948.
"They were yelling, 'Eat your
heart out, Leo. You'll never win it
this year."' Irvin said. "Leo made
us listen. He said, 'If that isn't
incentive for us to get going,
nothing is."'
The Dodgers opened a huge
lead, 13 1/2 games by Aug 11, a
margin that seemed insurmountable. The Giants, however,
began chipping away.
Each day, it seemed, a different
player stepped up to be the hero,
journeymen pitchers like Al
Corwin and George Spencer,
obscure bench guys like Bill
Rigney and Hank Thompson. It
seemed as if magic was at work.
Every day during the 16-game
winning streak, the superstitious
Durocher wore the same outfit to
the ballpark. It was a radical
departure for the manager, who
had a GQ taste in wardrobes. One
day, shortstop Alvin Dark said to
Irvin. "Maybe we ought to lose
one. I'm tired of seeing Leo in the
same clothes."
The Giants' spurt supposedly
was fueled by an intricate signstealing system at the Polo
Grounds, with a spyglass picking
off signs and a buzzer system
relaying information from the
clubhouse to the bullpen to the
batter's box. That didn't account
for the 18 wins the Giants had on
the road during the comeback.
On the last day of the season,
the team was on a train returning
from one final road win in Boston
when the Dodgers beat the
Phillies, forcing a three-game

playoff. Durocher refused to be
shaken.
"Let's go out like it's the first
game of the season," he told his
players.
The Giants won the first game
of the playoff in Brooklyn 3-1,
with Thomson and Irvin hitting
home runs against Branca The
Dodgers evened the series the
next day, winning 10-0 at the Polo
Grounds. If the Giants were stealing signs, they must have taken
that day off.
The whole season would be
decided by one final game.
On a gloomy Wednesday afternoon, the Dodgers took a 4-1 lead
into the ninth inning behind
arm-weary Don Newcombe.
There would be one last chance
for the Giants, three final outs.
Dark opened the ninth with a
single, inexplicably, first baseman
Gil Hodges held him on the base,
leaving an appealing hole
between first and second. Lefthanded-hitting Don Mueller,
nicknamed Mandrake the
Magician for his bat control, singled through it. sending Dark to
third.
Now came Irvin. the Giants'
cleanup hitter. "Newk still had his
stuff," Irvin said. "He threw me a
slider and I popped up."
Next was Whitey Lockman
who sliced a double to left, scoring Dark to make the score 4-2.
Mueller snapped his ankle sliding
into third base and as he was carried off the Geld, Dodger manager Ghuck Dressen decided
Newcombe was done.
Branca and Carl Erskine were
warming up. When Dressen
called the bullpen, coach Clyde
Sukeforth reported that Erskine
had just bounced a curve ball.
Armed with that piece of information. Dressen chose Branca to
face Thomson.
With the tying runs in scoring
position, Branca trudged to the
mound. Like Newcombe, he was
burned out, used over and over in
the final weeks as the Dodgers
desperately tried to protect their
dwindling lead.
Branca wore uniform No. 13
and that must have been a good
sign for the superstitious
Durocher, who walked from the
third base coach's box to the plate
for a word with his hitter.
"If you ever hit one," the manager told Thomson, "hit one
now."

Beltran homers as KC tops Tigers
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
Carlos Beltran is reaching his
individual goals with a strong
second half of the season.
Beltran hit his 20th home run
and the Kansas City Royals took
advantage of five errors to defeat
the Detroit Tigers 8-6 Wednesday
night, snapping a five-game losing streak.
Beltran is hitting .344 since the
All-Star break to raise his average

from .263 to 237. He is second on
the team with 86 RBIs and
swiped his 27th base, which
matches his career high.
"My goals this year were to hit
20 or more home runs, 90 RBIs
and hit .300," Beltran said. "This
year I was going to go for 40
stolen bases, but when the season started they didn't give me
the green light. After the All-Star
break, they gave me the green

Ught-"
Beltran won't reach 40 stolen
bases, but the other goals are all
attainable.
"Since the All-Star break, I've
been working hard in the batting cages to get my swing
back," said Beltran, who was the
1999 AL rookie of the year. "I'm
glad my swing is back. I'm a different player since the All-Star
break."
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To THE FOUNDING SISTERS OF DELTA ZETA !
Congratulations on your upcoming
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AllyAnkney
Helde Barie
Erica Baughman
JenBerecek
Lauren Blanco
Stacey Boswcll
Erica Breisacher
Shannon Callaghan
Sarah Cekanski
Jessica Christie
Stephanie Coleman
Christina Conway
Mlchele Dammey or
Stephanie Davis
Nadia Davis
Pamela DeMartinis
Jennifer Diamond
Nlcki Dray
NlkkiDuhon
Shalna Dunn
Julie Elrons
Kate Elridge
Whitney Englehaupt
DanletlFalvy
Lynn Fisher
Rachael Fogle
Kristen Fox
Beth Fredecker
Allison FunTiffany Grant

Lindsay Greene
Maygen Grimm
111 G roll
Jamie Groves
Lindsay Hanlsko
Jennifer Hejmanclk
Nicole Hoioka
Jen Imes
Megan Jacob
Heather Jones
Sarah Kaplan
Megan Koons
JodyKunk
Jennifer Lambert
Heather Lang
Carrie Leach
Melissa Malee
Jenny Manuel
Julie Mueck
Sarah Mullet
Becky Obermeyer
Bethany Ohler
Colleen OTatry
Melissa Patterson
Noelle Phillips
Amy Peatee
Danielle Podmore
KrislePoole
Joanna Preest
Bridgelt Prouty

Andrea Ramirez
Katie Rodenberg
Abby Rose
Trad Rusk
Katie Ryan
Shelley Santln
baDeen bnoikn
Sana Shaikh
Kristin Slrmans
Kierstyn Sliney
Cheryl Smith
Pamela Smudz
Heather Stefandn
Tracy Starcher
Cathy Strahl
Sara Thieman
JiUThomason
Lara Tlech
JacquieToft
Amy Vanderdonck
SaraVanDyke
Monica Vay
Kristin Volkerding
Missy Walters
Stephanie Walker
Annie Weaver
Amanda Williams
Kyla Wright
Lisa Yafanoro
NlkkiZyla
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The Associated Press

THE GIANTS WIN THE PENNANT!-. A mob surrounds the New York Giants' Bobby Thomson following
his pennant-winning home run off the Dodgers' Ralph Branca at the Polo Grounds, Oct. 3,1951.
Thomson blinked and nodded, wondering what his manager could be thinking. Home runs
don't come on command. They
require the delicate combination
of the right pitch and the right
swing at the right time.
He shrugged off Durocher's
advice and prepared himself. He
remembered thinking, "Get a
good pitch. Make sure it's a strike.
Wait and watch. Give yourself a
chance."
Branca's first pitch was an invitation to swing Thomson froze
on it and took strike one. In the
dugout, the Giants were shocked,
thinking Thomson had passed
on the best pitch he would see in
the at bat
"We fell off the bench." Irvin
said.
With Roy Campanella injured,
Rube Walker was the Dodgers'
catcher. Irvin thought that was
pivotal.
"I think if Campy was catching,
he would have gone out there
and told Ralph, 'Now, keep it

down and away. You dont want to
give this guy anything to hit,"'
Irvin said.
Walker, though, just tossed the
ball back to Branca.
"Ralph thought he'd cross Bob
up," Irvin said. "He threw him the
same pitch."
This time, Thomson didn't
pass.
He connected, and as the ball
headed for the seats, Branca
remembered thinking. 'Sink!
Sink! Sink!"'
It never did. With Dodgers left
fielder Andy Pafko backed up
against the wall, Thomson's drive
landed in the lower seats for a
three-run homer.
"The Giants win the pennant!
The Giants win the pennant! The
Giants win the pennant!" broadcaster Russ Hodges screamed.
"They're going crazy! They're
going crazy!"
And they were.
Irvin recalled Brooklyn's lackic
Robinson, perhaps the fiercest
competitor in this rivalry, stand-

ing motionless at second
base, hands on hips in the
middle of the madness. He
watched Thomson circle the
bases, making sure he
touched each of them. Only
when the trip was complete
did a resigned Robinson
stuff his glove in his back
pocket and walk off the
field.
The Hall of Fame has
Thomson's bat, cap and spikes
and the resin bag Branca
slammed to the ground after
the homer. The ball has never
been located, although collectors salivate over the thought.
Over the years, Thomson
and Branca became good
friends and appeared at
countless promotions, autograph signings and charity
events.
For half a century, they have
relived the moment over and
over, recognizing its significance in the rich fabric of
baseball history.
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Daily Crossword Fix

Travel

Help Wanted

Spring Break Reps needed lo promole campus trips. Earn Stravel
free! No Cost. 1-800-367-1252 or
wvAv.spnngbreakdirec1.com

'Need extra cash? Looking for child
care provider for 5 yr. old boy. Occasional evenings and occasional
weekends Must have transportation 287-0005 6 miles east ol BG
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Services Offered

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1.000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.camousfundraiset com

Personals

Campus Events

Are you ready for Homecoming?
Get your 2001 Homecoming
merchandise Sept 27 - Oct. 4th
at the Education Building steps

Summer Study in Nanle«, France
SIX WEEKS, SIX CREDITS
Information Meeting
Monday. October 1, 2001 - 7:30 pm
BA106
Classes are taught in English
For more information contact:
Brent Nicholson - 372-8236
hpichniachabosu.edu

Explore the Big Easy, experience
the warm shores of Hawaii, cruise
the Golden Gate Bridge. You can attend one ol over 170 universities at
in-state tuition fees for a year or semester. NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM! Get the facts
- Friday, Sept. 28 at 1pm BA 117 or
for more details, call or stop by the
Cooperative Ed Program, 310 Ad
Bldg.. 2-2451.

Travel

«1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida. Now hinng Campus Reps
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS.
Amencas #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas or
Flonda. Promote trips on-campus to
earn cash and free trips. Information/Reservations
1 -800-648-4849
or www ststravel.com
WINTER AND
SPRING BREAK
BEACH & SKI TRIPS
DON'T DELAY!
WWW.SUNCHASE.COM
1-800-SUNCHASE

For Sale

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
W,C FLAG FOOTBALL
OCT. 2

1986 Buick Wagon. Runs good, well
maintained Southern car. $850

£K IK SK IK SK IK IK IK
The sisters of Sigma Kappa Sorority
would like to congratulate
Rachel Kepner on her
lavaliering to Adam Shipp
IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK
THE BIGGEST POSTER SALE.
Biggest and best selection. Choose
from over 2000 different images
FINE ART. MUSIC, MODELS.
MOVIE POSTERS, HUMOR, ANIMALS, BLACK LIGHT. SCIENCE
FICTION. PERSONALITIES, LANDSCAPES, KIDS, PHOTOGRAPHY,
MOTIVATIONALS.
Most images only $6,S7,&S8 each!
See us at THE STUDENT SERVICES FORUM on MONDAY SEPTEMBER 24TH THROUGH FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 28TH. The
hours are 10am-6pm.
This sale is sponsored by UAO

1992 Buick Skylark V6. White with
black interior. All power. $3200
OBO. 697-9769.

OBO. 373-0195.

1992 Nissan Senlra. Excell Cond! 5
spd., new clutch, am/fm cass., pwr.
mirrors, cruise, tilt.S4795 353-4143
1992 Pont Grand Prix Well maintained, fully pwr., AM/FM cass. eq. 6
way spkr sys., cruise, pwr. seat.
$4,599 or make offer. 352-8106.

Brand new 13 inch TV for sale. 570
or best offer. Call 353-2269.
Entertainment Center
$40
352-8106

Female roommate wanted lor 1 bedroom with full bath in BG. Call 3527406. Robert.
Female roommate wanted for Spring
semester. Nice quiet apt., own
room. Contact Lucy at 354-9740.

FOR SALE- '97 Dodge Neon,
Excellent condition, must go!
Call 354-4275.
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I Aquatic plant
2Toth«back
3 Japanese robe
4 Thin Man dog
5 Equal
6 End of pencil
7 Bolt
6 Fateful
9 Capability ol (suf)
10 Ever (poetic)
II Point in law
17 Print measurement
19 Midwest state (abbr)
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22 Method; direction
24 Island (abbr)
25 Adult male deer

33 Large N American deer
36 Person who lives In (suf.)
37 All
38 Corrects
40 Very small island
41 News agency (abbr)
43 Route (abbr)
44 S-shaped. double curve
45 Base
46 Johnson
47 Stitch
48 Prong of a fork (Scot)
49 Indicates an enzyme (suf)
50 None

26 Sort
27
28
29
30
32

Defrost
Rabbit
7th Greek letter
Opal
Smirked

Across
1 Noah's boat
4 One who mimicks
8 Funeral stand
12 Hawaiian necklace
13 Outer garment for women (India)
14 Leeward side
15 School of whales
16 Wanderers
18 Smell
20 Design with intricate figures

35 Field of conflict

37 Tree
38 Time
39Was(p.t.)
40 Black fluid
41 Ante mendian (abbr)

42 Formerly

21 Never

44 Drama set to music
47 Frightening
51 Neither
52 Unencumbered
53 Great lake
54 Condition of being (suf)
55 Undesirable plant
56 Distance (pref.)
57 Female saint (abbr)

22 Moist
23 Clinched hand
27 Though (Inf.)
29 Auricle
30 Windy
31 Exclamation
32 Pig pen
33 Slippery fish
34 Press service (abbr)

VOTED BEST PIZZA 9 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISHN6LLOS

$2.75 Dine-In Specials

203N.Moin JfJ **^ ■■*•«

Individual 7" 2-item
or breadsticks & Pop

Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • Lunch fri. •Sat. *Sun.■

"Ask about our specials

0

For Sale

For Rent

For Rent

Honda Civics and Toyota Tercels. 4
to choose from 353-8810 ask for
Dean.

1 bedroom, new kitchen and new
carpet: Near Mam and Evers.
Ground Floor Call 352-9197

3 bdrm. unfurnished apt.
1082 Fairview
Call 352-5822.

HUGE GARAGE SALE - Sat. 9-4
Something for Everyone
Bikes, HH Items, toys, clothing
from small to plus (most priced
25 cents). 6S1 Hasklns Rd. (take
W. Wooster past downtown, right
on Hasklns, down 2 mi. on left).
We're cheaper than Salvation Army!

2 & 3 bdrm fum. apt w/ AC
Available Now

Mountain Bike 24" Multi-Speed
$35
352-8106

nBcp riB* riB* nB<j> rrecb nB«j> riB* riB<i> nB* riB* nB* nB<»
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•91 FORD FESTIVA-71,500 mileage
AM/FM Cass-Excellent shape. Great
MPG, Perfect for short commutes.
$1,200-0.8.0 352-9470
Bed - Oueen pillow top. new. in
plastic. Full manufacturer's warranty. Retail $800. Sacrifice $199. Can
deliver. Car! 419-392-7465.
Bed full size pillow-top mattress set.
New in plastic. Retail $599. Sell
$179. Call (419) 392-7465.

•

m'
"
WM»

'82 Volvo Wagon. High miles,
needs exhaust system
$400. Call 352-8425.

Wanted

Spnng Break 2002 Organize Groups S Go Free
Free Parlies & Hours of free drinks
Cancun. Jamaica. Barbados
Bahamas, Florida & More1!
For Details and the Best Rates
Visit: www sunsplashtours.com

^1'*

352-5822
Now hiring servers at Jeds in
Perrysburg. 19 or older and
expenenced applicants only. Pick-up
applications on Tues. or Thurs.
before 5:00pm or see/contact
Melissa at 872-1977.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
M FLAG FOOTBALL
OCT. 3

Trinity United Methodist Church
RUMMAGE SALE
Corner of Summit & Court Sis. BG
Sept 27, 9am - 6pm
Sept. 28. 9am - 4pm (1/2 price day)
Sept 29. 9am - noon ($2 bag day)

1 (■•

1 Wk*

Lawn Maintenance-Part & Full Time
Knickerbocker Lawns

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
ICE HOCKEYOCT. 4.

City Events

■

i

Babysitter needed for 2 kids on
Mon., Wed., Thurs,. and Sat. from
5:00pm to 3:30am. Call Tonya at
354-7036 and leave you name and
number if interested.

Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Id? H'I \e»i ie\tnt\ the n|M to decline, dn(jfitinue of revile an) adxnitemeni tuch u
those louitd to be delamaior). iKkine in (actual
bain. miiieMine or falie in nature All «d*er
tubjeci to edmnj and approval
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PISnN€LLO'S

352-7454

One 3 room apt. available now.
Newly decorated • in largo house
352-5822

2 bdrm. female oriented apt.
No smoking
353-5074

Ouiel-2 bdrm upstairs house
$495 plus utilities avail Jan 1
Call 354-0229.

233 W Merry. 4 BR allows 4
unrelated people. $7757Month.
Available Immediately

Two, 2 bedroom houses- close lo
campus. Grad students pref
Available now 352-5822

Call 354-2854.
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Tnsha ■"AH you car Be'

John LobbC

Kasie "Hooked on Fonix" Spangler

Victor Keryokous 1

Holmer

Jake Vanncnun

1

Grudy Moore

Megan "Are you N ad" Cooney

Dan Hyland

■\litiv **FrUbj \l> Day** Catkin

Ben Seno

Kelli "Double Vision"

Marcum Sparky 1

Jemu "Show me ihe S" Jones

Drew Spicer

Headier" Hustler" Bourguin

Dave Tilton

Chris Buckholz

Jessica "C'ya lomonow" Sworan

Pal Meldon

Tom Spooner

Ahhy " Counldowj " Siiennan

Cevin Clark

\H«O

M

Myw.i) n the highway" Erfoid

Stephanie "What

J

Rock" Store)

ICdheniu "KeraaT Piilu

Ncnietli

Jason Coleman

Tina "Good Time-Wlui?" Mink

Jason Brinkman

Gina " Run with the wind" Capuano

<evni Sidon

j.-NMtM" I need

SluneOBrian'

Tata " Bling Bling * Jcftery

Jan Kadcrley

Craig Murray

Liz " Hermli Crah- What*" Baldwin

'ainck Micluel

Meghan "Stewart" Wallace

Mall Baldwin

IIK-

sheets" Jacobs

Ann VS." Svnnc

Tim Nolan

Mtna Duly Pop" Erfonl

Dave Taylor

CAPTAIN COKI-LLI'S

MANDOLIN
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Scott Miller

Nicole "See Me Bounce" Burke

Steve Thompson 1

Handy Andy

Krysiinu Baker

Jeff Lewis

luhv "Swafs" Swagieny

Sieve Gust wilier

Ashley Boarts

Matt Boans

Chelsea Show nic unit" Kohiust

Scih Wilson

Alexandria Bicrl

Pat Harding

Jeff Schradet

Cathy Chips

Jared Stefango

Greg N itluus

Courtney Lucas

Ben Curtis

Tatum Fraser

Patrick Callahanl

Emily Sulln an

Wcs Holsinger

1

Erica Wrighi

Wall) Walleyt

1

"Hide knvf Hodaway

Andy Black

Jessie "Road Runner'* RveJ

Julie "Is then room rbf one more" Heggood Daniel Bo»en
KA.HI

Irumper

Sal. Midnight
R
1

Mifela"Bab) (. Rose

Bo Birchfield

Erica Silllasen

Cody Kirschner 1

AsMI "Where's Bttly" Strauss

Adjin Tluyer

Kim Steyer

Tony Laurcne

Am) "1 need

Greg Fi slier

Lin Spicer

Joe Jackson

J

iunc up" Juns.

Kate "Picasso" Vjnnier

Painck Doughcny

Liz Roberts

Matt Cooper

Anna "Laiv" Knight

Nick Pascarella

Kim Nash

Jim Houpt

Brooke

Dave Justice

Becky Scudiere

Joe Bear

Mike Demon

Rachael Hobson

Kevtn Harrison

Andrea Did the phone nng" Vwlhaber

Kun Shaffer

Leslie Kroger

scuba Steve

Confine) "Cotky" Roman

Owen Birr

Kristin Holizer

Hounder
Sebastian
Studa Multm

l swear h Is real" WUIIamson

Lindta) 'Ring mj " Bell

Chris Kichurchak's

Jen Linley

Knsim "Pa>Mii)f ihe tradition" Sillasen

Don Hecklemoser

Melissa Hickey

Kftstte "li* on mo Welch

Boy George

leiun " I'm legal" Young

Jay Bird

Li>a •Sunshine Anderson" Inwrlv

Toinniv Schwartz

Couniiev ' Milk Carton" New some

Seth Vender

Meghan "Hoilah" Susor

Andv Random

nffan)

raff)" Parlik

rraci "Rocksur Backstage'
Kell>

Robinson

1 goi ilie call" Courier

Luke Jones

Jason Munich

Carl>

Big "C

I'll lake care of you" Henlhome

Sluiinon
fcndrcu

Bow Down" O' Hara
TWocty" Boger

Will Henry
Ed Twardzik

Maria 'Manyncca Orunkenineyer

Vinny Tesiaverde

Alhson "Oh-Co Falcons" Post

Jordan Ofiler
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4pm-7pm
$2.00 Appetizer Buffet
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353-0988

'Erato*
OK 6ex fi&vtliHf to '
"Kurt* "Rie^en. *
J4H*UC

BGSU Gepman Club ^MT
announces:

2 5th Annual Oktoberfest
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104 S. Main

Man Guggenhiller

Brooke 'Rusty T Allen

R
7:00 9:30

1

KyJIe "D.L" Suminiski
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SCORPION

PG13
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KriStil "Mjrjtf" SmuVi

KomiK ( rally" DenanJy
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Cn■si* JADE

Ellen "Iwn- Cents" Supers

372-6977

Downtown BG. • 353-1361
www.cla-zel.com

1

i tin "HuuVllu" Carney
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flfthe boats a'roi kid..
come a'kno cktn!!!

Friday, September 28th 2001
from 7-10 pm
r at St. Mark's Lutheran Church
316 South CoOega
■A
SS Sdmitf Ion
(Including food tfcktts)

Music!

Food!

Game!

(
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STEAK HOUSE
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Prizes!

163

Fun!

SOLTH MAIN ST BOWLING GREEN

